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Correlation and Brascamp-Lieb inequalities [1]

Brascamp and Lieb proved a family of inequalities that turned out to have
many applications in geometry and probability. For the simplest form of their
inequality, suppose that v1, . . . , vm ∈ Rn and c1, . . . , cm ∈ R satisfy
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(Exercise: deduce Hölder’s inequality from this.) Barthe, Cordero-Erausquin,
Ledoux, and Maurey extended these inequalities to the setting of abstract
Markov semigroups. The main prerequisite for understanding their paper is
a familiarity with Markov semigroups. Some of their examples also require
Riemannian geometry, but they can be skipped if necessary.

Stochastic methods for functional inequalities [3, 2]

Lehec re-proved many important functional inequalities (including the Brascamp-
Lieb inequality above, the transportation cost inequality, Shannon’s inequality,
and others) using short arguments based on stochastic tools (basically Brown-
ian motion, martingales, and Girsanov’s formula). More recently, he proved a
new inequality using similar tools: if Pt is the Ornstein-Uhlenbeck semigroup
(namely, the semigroup on Rn with generator Lf = ∆f −〈x,∇f(x)〉), γn is the
standard Gaussian measure, and f is a non-negative function then
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(To see why this is interesting, compare it to Markov’s inequality.) The prereq-
uisites for these papers are stochastic analysis and Markov chains.
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